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N
atural biological surfaces have
evolved to optimize their physico-
chemical properties and structures

at the micro/nanoscale for a wide variety of
functions, ranging from wettability to opti-
cal properties.1!3 Microscopic studies of the
textured surfaces commonly encountered
on living organisms, such as lotus leaves,
desert beetles, and moth eyes, have re-
vealed complementary roles of material
properties and texture on the surface func-
tionalities that have been developed during
adaptation to different environments.4!8

These studies have in turn inspiredbiomimetic
surfaces emulating the self-cleaning,9!13

water harvesting,6 and antireflective14!18

capabilities of functional surfaces found in
nature. It has also been recognized recently
thatmanynatural surfaces arenot optimized
solely for their responsiveness to a single
functional requirement; nature is an excel-
lent architect for designing and optimizing
surfaces that fulfill multiple purposes.19

Multifunctionality is also critical for prac-
tical engineering applications such as en-
ergy harvesting and operation of optical
instrumentation in extreme climates or
humid conditions where the wetting, reflec-
tivity, and other surface properties must
satisfy optimally multiple design character-
istics in order to fulfill system require-
ments.20,21 For example, the collecting effi-
ciency of a photovoltaic solar cell is highly
influenced by both surface dust contamina-
tion and Fresnel reflection losses over a
broad range of wavelengths and incident
angles.15,20,21 The operational efficiency
and longevity would benefit from both
self-cleaning and antireflection surface pro-

perties. To achieve the high transmissivity
required for operation of optical instrumen-
tation under humid conditions in chemical
and biological laboratories, antifogging and
antireflection as well as enhanced transpar-
ency would convey critical advantages,
and these multifunctional surface design
strategies could also find practical utility
in enhanced performance characteristics
of common objects such as goggles and
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ABSTRACT

Designing multifunctional surfaces that have user-specified interactions with impacting liquids and

with incident light is a topic of both fundamental and practical significance. Taking cues from nature,

we use tapered conical nanotextures to fabricate the multifunctional surfaces; the slender conical

features result in large topographic roughness, while the axial gradient in the effective refractive

index minimizes reflection through adiabatic index-matching between air and the substrate. Precise

geometric control of the conical shape and slenderness of the features as well as periodicity at the

nanoscale are all keys to optimizing the multifunctionality of the textured surface, but at the same

time, these demands pose the toughest fabrication challenges. Herewe report a systematic approach

to concurrent design of optimal structures in the fluidic and optical domains and a fabrication

procedure that achieves the desired aspect ratios and periodicities with few defects and large pattern

area. Our fabricated nanostructures demonstrate structural superhydrophilicity or, in combination

with a suitable chemical coating, robust superhydrophobicity. Enhanced polarization-independent

optical transmission exceeding 98% has also been achieved over a broad range of bandwidth and

incident angles. These nanotextured surfaces are also robustly antifogging or self-cleaning, offering

potential benefits for applications such as photovoltaic solar cells.

KEYWORDS: high aspect ratio nanostructure . wetting . antireflective .
enhanced transmission . antifogging . self-cleaning
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vehicle windshields.22 However, coupled analyses of
the functional design constraints followed by integra-
tive design and simultaneous realization of specified
wetting and optical functions have been rare and
limited to simple pairwise combinations from two
distinct fields.15,19!21,23 The present work is founded
on a joint consideration of the wetting and optical
physics, starting from analysis and design to imple-
mentation using a novel nanolithographic fabrication
technique.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The competing constraints associated with multi-
functional features such as water wettability, anti-
reflectivity, optical transparency, and mechanical ro-
bustness that we seek in the present work can be
compared quantitatively by design charts that rank
various natural and artificial surfaces in terms of the
number density of features η, that is, the number of
asperities in 1 mm2 (which is inversely proportional to
their period P= 2R) and their aspect ratioH/P, as shown
in Figures 1 and 2A. In studies of super-repellency, the
canonical natural example is the surface of the lotus
leaf, Nelumbo nucifera (η= 3" 103, H/P= 0.5). Studies
have revealed that its superhydrophobicity (i.e., exhi-
biting apparent contact angles with water θ* g 150!
and low contact angle hysteresis) arises from both

hierarchical roughness and the intrinsic chemical char-
acteristics of the surface.
On rough surfaces, the wetting characteristics of

water droplets can be explained through two distinct
models.4,5 The Wenzel model4 describes sessile dro-
plets that fully wet the surface texture. On the other
hand, the Cassie!Baxter model5 describes water dro-
plets that reside partially on the solid texture and
partially on a raft of air pockets entrapped within
the microscopic texture that enable the surface to
become superhydrophobic. On such “Cassie!Baxter
surfaces”, water droplets can easily roll or bounce off,
leading to the ready removal of dust particles and
contaminants.1,10,11 Increasing the aspect ratio (H/P) of
the texture and incorporating a very low solid-phase
surface energy helps to eliminate wetting transitions
between the Cassie!Baxter state and the Wenzel
state that are associated with contact line depinning
events.10

In addition to high aspect ratios (H/P . 1), the
feature density, characteristic geometric length scale,
and topography of the surface texture all play pivotal
roles in creating superhydrophobic surfaces that
exhibit robust Cassie!Baxter interfaces and that can
resist wetting under dynamic conditions.11,12,24,25

Studies have shown that an array of high aspect ratio
posts with large number density (e.g., a chemically

Figure 1. Plot of the number density (η) of nanoscale features as a function of the aspect ratio (H/P) for natural and artificial
surfaces. The surfaces are (a) mosquito eye, (b) cicada wing, (c) silicon nanostructure, (d) carbon nanotube, (e) perfluoro-
polyether nanopillar (diameter at the base of pillars =500 nm), (f) nanonail, (g) Calathea zebrina leaf, (h) lotus leaf, and
(i) microconical structure. Panel a reprinted with permission from ref 23. Copyright 2007 Wiley-VCH. Panel b reprinted with
permission from ref 18. Copyright 2008 IOP Publishing Ltd. Panel c reprinted with permission from ref 31. Copyright 2007
Nature Publishing Group. Panel d reprinted from ref 12. Copyright 2003 American Chemical Society. Panel f reprinted from ref 13.
Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society. Panel g reprinted with permission from ref 1. Copyright 1997 Springer-Verlag.
Panel h reprinted with permission from ref 27. Copyright 2009 Elsevier. Panel i reprinted with permission from ref 43.
Copyright 2008Wiley-VCH. Tomaximize transmission byminimizing reflection, a number density greater than the horizontal
borderline (for circumventing interference effects of light) and an aspect ratio close to the vertical borderline (associatedwith
the fracture by bending or buckling of high aspect ratio nanostructure (see Supporting Information)) are required.
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treated carbon nanotube forest as shown in Figure 1)
can show superhydrophobicity with strong resistance
against transition to the Wenzel state.12,25 This irrever-
sible transition occurs when the applied pressure
difference between the liquid drop sitting on the
surface and the underlying gas phase (arising, for
example, from dynamic external perturbation, such
as droplet impact) reaches a critical value.24 This
value is defined as the critical breakthrough pres-
sure Pcrit, that is, the maximum pressure difference
that the liquid!air interface can maintain. The key
result is that, to achieve greater breakthrough
pressure, we require progressively smaller feature
spacing.
Moving beyond simple cylindrical post arrays, ex-

periments and calculations on a wide range of surface
topographies have suggested that enhanced super-
hydrophobicity can be obtained by high-density con-
ical or pyramidal structures with small hemispherical
caps.26 Such structures promote a robust Cassie!
Baxter state with higher apparent contact angles and
lower hysteresis, owing to the very small liquid!solid
area fraction fs = 2π(1 + cos θadv)(r/P)

2 (in the case of an
advancing contact angle θadvg 90! and a square array
of conical structures with hemispherical tops) as well as
negligible effects of contact line pinning on the hemi-
spherical tops of the features.26 The conical shape of
the nanotextures developed in the present study also
plays an important role in providing greater resistance
to loss of superhydrophobicity. The structure is

self-stabilizing, and the critical breakthrough pressure
increases progressively as the advancing liquid menis-
cus penetrates into the surface texture due to the
continuously decreasing spacing between each cone.
This self-stabilization can be quantified by modifying
the dimensionless robustness parameter introduced
by Tuteja et al.24 By considering the geometric features
in Figure 2A that parametrize the high aspect ratio
taper structures, the relevant dimensionless parameter
becomes T*(z/H) =Pcrit/Pref =!πl cap(z/H)1/3 cos(θadv!j)/
[2P(1 ! (π/4)(z/H)2/3)] (see Supporting Information for
derivation), where Pref = 2γLV/l cap is the reference
pressure scale for millimetric drops, γLV is the surface
tension, l cap = (γLV/Fg)1/2 is the capillary length, F is the
density of the liquid, g is the gravitational constant,
θadv is the advancing contact angle of water on a
flat chemically homogeneous surface, and j is the
cone angle of the feature, as shown in Figure 2A.
The magnitude of the critical breakthrough pressure
Pcrit/Pref increases as z/Hf 1 and for smaller values of P
(which is proportional to η!1).
The length scale and shape profile of the conical

structure also explain the characteristics of superhy-
drophilic surfaces such as Calathea zebrina27 (Figure 1),
which display apparent contact angles with water
lower than 10! (shown in the inset of Figure 2A), simply
by changing the surface chemistry. By changing the
direction of the net surface traction of the three-phase
contact line on the hydrophilic conical structure,
so that θadv ! j < 90! (Figure 2A), the liquid meniscus

Figure 2. Design and development of optimal nanostructuredmultifunctional surfaces. (A) Schematic drawings of the three-
phase contact line on hydrophobically modified and hydrophilic (as-fabricated) nanotaper structures. The insets show
corresponding goniometer images for 5 μL droplets with apparent contact angles of θ*= 165! and θ*e 5!. (B) Micrograph of
the final developed nanotaper structure with numerical rendering of a cubic paraboloid. All scale bars represent 200 nm. (C)
Blue-dyed water droplets sitting on a transparent nanotaper surface and on flat glass, each placed on top of printed black
letters. The two images on the right are oblique views of the same two surfaces. The very weak reflection and high contact
angle of the tapered nanocone surface contrast intense reflection and low contact angle of water on flat glass.
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is strongly imbibed into the structure with a traction
force that increases as the spacing between features
decreases.28 Higher values of the Wenzel roughness
(rW) and of the feature density (η) in conical nanofea-
tures can thus also promote superhydrophilicity
and progressively smaller apparent contact angles by
capillary imbibition.29 Condensation on such surfaces
promotes formation of a continuous liquid film with
strong antifogging characteristics.10,30

In parallel to these studies of structural control of
wetting properties, bioinspired studies on the antire-
flective optical properties of synthetically fabricated
subwavelength structures have been carried out.31,32

Fresnel reflections occur naturally at all optical
interfaces when there is a step discontinuity in refrac-
tive index, which can be thought of as an optical
impedance mismatch. Structures with subwave-
length tapered features, inspired by structures such
as those found on the moth eye surface (Figure 1),
emulate an effective medium with an axially varying
refractive index, which results in adiabatic impedance
matching and hence reflection suppression.15,31

Concomitantly, transmission of incident light through
transparent subwavelength conical structures is en-
hanced over a broad range of wavelengths and in-
cident angles.32

By analogy with the robustness measures intro-
duced to rank and compare the resistance to wetting
of different nanotexture designs, the transmission
enhancing capabilities of a synthetic tapered cone
structure can be expressed in terms of dimensionless
design parameters that compare the structure height
and period with the incident wavelength and angle.
Antireflective transparent subwavelength structures
behave essentially like a band-pass filter, in which the
band-pass range indicates the spectral regime with
suppressed Fresnel reflection.33,34 The upper and lower
wavelength bounds (λmax and λmin, respectively) for
this band-pass can be tailored by controlling the
geometry of the structure and can be approximated
as λmax= 2Hna cos θi and λmin= P(ns# na sin θi), where
ns and na are the refractive indices of the substrate
and ambient, respectively, and θi is the incident angle
as shown in Figure 2A (see Supporting Information
for derivation). Using this analysis, we derive the
following expression for the approximate normalized
operating bandwidth B* = Δλ/λmin = (λmax ! λmin)/
λmin = (H/P)(2na cos θi/(ns # na sin θi))! 1 and use this
measure as the nondimensional optical merit function,
analogous to the parameter T* that we used to char-
acterize the wetting behavior. To enhance transmis-
sion bandwidth B* on nanotextured surfaces, it is again
crucial to be able to fabricate subwavelength nano-
structures with high aspect ratio (H/P . 1) and uni-
formity. This conclusion is entirely consistent with the
design requirements we have highlighted for control-
ling wetting behavior.

As an additional benefit, such tapered cones are
more resistant to mechanical instabilities associated
with buckling and bending than cylindrical pillars with
the same aspect ratio and volume.35 However, solid
mechanical analysis also suggests that very slender
structures may lead to structural instabilities under
sufficiently large axial or lateral loads. There is thus a
trade-off between the fluidic, optical, and structural
properties of the texture. The final aspect ratio (H/P =

5.5) chosen for the nanotexture fabricated in the
present work was selected to be able to withstand
the dynamic loads associated with vertical impact of
typical raindrops (see Supporting Information).
To simultaneously meet our fluidic and optical de-

sign requirements, we fabricated slender tapered cone
structures with cone angle javg = 4.8!, on a periodic
spacing P= 200 nm and height H = 1.1( 0.05 μmwith
tip radius of curvature r = 17( 4 nm directly on a fused
silica substrate, as shown in Figure 2B. The aspect ratio
H/P = 5.5 yields dimensionless design parameter
values of T* ! 104 and B* = 6.3 at incident angle θi =
0! (Figure 2A). Our choice of fused silica as the sub-
strate material ensures enhanced transmission at visi-
ble and infrared wavelengths; by contrast, previous
studies have reported lower bandwidth measures
(1.4 e B* e 3.0) on subwavelength antireflection
structures32,36 or have been based on absorptive ma-
terials (e.g., silicon, gallium arsenide, carbon nano-
tubes, etc.) which suppress surface reflection but do
not enhance transmission.15,31

The high aspect ratio nanostructures have subwa-
velength spacing (P < λ) and were patterned over a
large area (>1600 mm2) of the substrate using two
orthogonal interference lithography exposures to yield
a defect-free periodic square array. Structural super-
hydrophilicity can be readily attained from the inher-
ent hydrophilicity of the untreated silicon oxide
surface. After etching, the structure can be silanized
using a standard vapor deposition process to achieve
super liquid repellency (see Methods). The final fabri-
cated superhydrophobic and transparent antireflective
surface enables a millimetric water droplet (dyed blue
in Figure 2C) to form an almost perfect spherical bead
(apparent advancing contact angle θadv* = 165 ( 1!,
apparent receding contact angle θrec* = 164( 1!, and
roll-off angle θroll‑off* e 2!).
We represent the relationship between the apparent

advancing contact angle θadv* on the nanotextured
surface (ordinate) and the advancing contact angle on
a flat surface (abscissa) on a wetting diagram (see
Figure 3A).37 The red and blue lines indicate the
thermodynamically stable Wenzel state or Cassie!
Baxter state, respectively.37 The crossover point at θcrit
can be calculated by equating the energies for the two
distinct wetting states.10,28 Advancing contact angles
above this value lead to a lower overall free energy for
droplets in the Cassie!Baxter state as compared to the
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correspondingWenzel state.28 Contact anglemeasure-
ments using a range of water!ethanol mixtures pos-
sessing different surface tensions (47.2 mN/me γLV e
72.0 mN/m) and different advancing contact angles
θadv on flat silanized silica glass wafers confirm the
predictions of the two models for the evolution in
the apparent advancing contact angle observed on the
silanized nanotextured surface.
To quantify the robustness of the macroscopic non-

wetting behavior of these surfaces, we investigate
nucleation and condensation phenomena in situ using
an environmental scanning electron microscope
(ESEM, Zeiss Evo 55). The micrograph in Figure 3B
demonstrates that the nanotexture supports a non-
wetting Cassie!Baxter state with microscopic spheri-
cal droplets. The maximum sustainable pressure
difference for this surface can be estimated to be
ΔP = 2γLV/rd = 96 kPa, where rd = 1.5 μm is the radius
of the smallest droplet observable.

In addition to quantifying the capillary hydrostatics
of droplets at rest on the nanotextured surface, the
hydrodynamic interactions of impacting rain droplets
with textured solid surfaces is an important design
feature of robust superhydrophobic surfaces deployed
in the environment. The weak shock generated by the
impact of a droplet on a rigid impenetrable surface can
generate dynamic pressures that aremuch higher than
the static Laplace pressure.38 The initial impact gen-
erates a water hammer pressure (PWH ! 0.5FcV) where
F is the density of water, c is speed of sound in water,
and V is impact velocity, which decays rapidly to a
Bernoulli pressure (PB! FV2).39!41 Under these dynamic
conditions, even apparently robust texturednonwetting
surfaces can lose their superhydrophobicity.42 For ex-
ample, while typical micrometric textured post arrays
can support breakthrough pressure on the order of
1 kPa,11 the maximum dynamic impact pressure of
raindrops with typical impact velocities in the range of

Figure 3. Extreme wetting properties of the nanocone structure. (A) Wetting diagram with experimental results obtained
using droplets of water!ethanolmixtures with various compositions sitting on silane-treated flat (θ*) and tapered nanocone
(θadv*) surfaces. The inset represents a pure water droplet sitting on the silanized nanotaper surface (bottom left). (B)
Environmental scanning electron microscope image of condensing water drops on the silanized nanocone surface showing
spherical droplets resting on the tips of the nanotaper surface. (C) Calculation of the pressure difference ΔP(z/H) that the
water!air interface can resist at given penetration depths into the structure, based on the simple analytic scaling of the
dimensionless robustness parameter (T*). (D) Sequential images of a water droplet impact on an oblique (30! from the
horizontal plane) nanotaper surface (taken through the use of a high-speed camera; Vimp= 6.26m/s andWe= 1785). The last
image on the bottom right side shows that no residual droplets remain on the nanotaper surface due to the high robustness
of the Cassie!Baxter state to the dynamic pressure.
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0.3 m/s e V e 5 m/s43 is approximately 1000 times
higher, corresponding to pressure differences in the
range of 0.23 MPa e PWH e 3.8 MPa. As a result of the
progressively decreasing spacing between neighboring
high aspect ratio asperities, the high-density tapered
conical structure exhibits extremely high breakthrough
pressures corresponding to several MPa, as shown in
Figure 3C. Evaluation of our modified design parameter
T* provides a simple analytic expression for the max-
imum pressure (assuming the liquid meniscus between
four asperities forms a hemispherical liquid cap) Pcrit =
T*(z/Hf 1)" Pref= 2.3 MPa. This estimate is supported
by more complete numerical calculations using Surface
Evolver44 (see Supporting Information) which show that
the critical breakthrough pressure monotonically in-
creases as the three-phase contact line advances into
the valleys between the tapered cone. These exceed-
ingly high values of critical breakthrough pressure and
the concomitant self-stabilization effect stem from the
tapered conical structure, which results in theminimum
spacing on the order of tens of nanometers near the
bottom of each valley. The sequence of high-speed
camera (Vision Research Phantom v5.0) images shown
in Figure 3D following impact of a water drop (V =

6.26 m/s, corresponding to Weber numberWe= 1758)
clearly shows the consequences of this self-stabilization
effect, with complete droplet rebound and roll-off
at higher impact velocities than previous dynamic
studies.11,42,43

The slender tapered nanocone structures also ex-
hibit enhanced optical transmissivity. In Figure 4A,B,
we show the measured transmission for a flat fused
silica surface and for single-sided and double-sided
nanotexture surfaces. The measurements were carried
out over a wide range of incident angles from 0 to 80!
using both TE-polarized and TM-polarized irradiation
with a wavelength λ = 632.8 nm, and the measured
transmission data agree well with theoretical calcula-
tions by rigorous coupled wave analysis (see Support-
ing Information).
As shown in Figure 4A, themeasured transmission of

TE-polarized light through the double-sided nanotex-
tured surface was enhanced to be above 90% even
for incident angles as large as 75! thanks to the high
aspect ratio and slow taper; by contrast, the transmis-
sion of flat glass drops to 38%. For the single-sided
nanocone surface, the transmission is limited by
Fresnel reflection arising from the step discontinuity
in the refractive index at the flat rear surface.
The measured transmission values of TM-polarized

light through the single- and double-sided nanotaper
surfaces are greater than 90% at 70!, as shown in
Figure 4B. The double-sided nanotextured surface
has slightly lower measured transmission than the
single-sided surfaces from 40 to 70! due to the accu-
mulation of defects induced during the sequential
fabrication of nanocone arrays on both sides of the

substrate, and the transmission shows no Brewster
peak since there is no step discontinuity in the refrac-
tive index.45 The single-sided surface, on the other
hand, still exhibits the Brewster effect on the rear
surface, and the transmission increases up to 99.4%
at 56!.
The transmission measurements through the double-

sided surfaces were also carried out over a broad range
of wavelengths (250 nm e λ e 1700 nm) using TE-
polarized and TM-polarized irradiation at incident an-
gles θi = 0, 30, 45, and 60!. In Figure 4C,D, the double-
sided surface exhibits transmission greater than 98%
at θi = 0! over a wide range of wavelengths. The
measurements show a decrease in transmission (θi =
0!) at a lower wavelength bound of approximately
300 nm because the 200 nm period nanocone struc-
ture becomes increasingly diffractive. The transmission
measurements at incident angles θi = 30, 45, and 60!
demonstrate that the minimum wavelength bound
(λmin) increases with increasing incident angle for both
polarized lights, which typically narrows the opera-
tional bandwidth for omnidirectional transmission
(see Supporting Information). Figure 4E shows the
arithmetically averaged transmission of the experi-
mental results shown in Figure 4C (TE-polarized light)
and D (TM-polarized light).
To quantify the effectiveness of the nanocone sur-

face for possible application as an outer protective
layer for photovoltaic cells, we define a spectrally
averaged transmittance S(θi) =

R
λa
λbSr(λ) " T(λ,θi)dλ/R

λa
λbSr(λ)dλ, which yields the power collection efficiency

ifmultiplied by the quantumefficiency. Here Sr(λ) is the
spectral solar irradiance at sea level46 and T(λ,θi) is the
arithmetically averaged transmission of the surfaces
as a function of wavelength and incident angle. For
the tapered nanocones fabricated here, the spectrally
averaged transmittance S(θi = 0, 30, 45, 60!) from λa =
300 nm to λb = 1100 nm are 0.98, 0.97, 0.95, and 0.94,
respectively. The invariance of these values shows
that the irradiation transmitted to a solar cell covered
with such a surface texture will not vary with the solar
elevation angle. By contrast, a flat fused silica surface
yields values S(θi = 0, 30, 45, 60! and from λa = 300 nm
to λb = 1100 nm) = 0.93, 0.92, 0.91, and 0.85.
In many practical applications, including solar

panels, self-cleaning and prevention of contaminant
fouling or avoidance of fogging are also important to
preserve high transmission. These deterrents are large-
ly mitigated in our nanotextured surfaces again due,
respectively, to either superhydrophobicity or struc-
tural superhydrophilicity. To quantify, we compared
changes in the transmission of the nanotextured sur-
face and a flat silica surface after contaminant fouling
using a 632.8 nm red laser at normal incidence. The
transmission tests in Figure 5A,B show that for three
different common particulate contaminants placed
on the nanotextured surfaces the surfaces can be
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completely cleaned by at most three droplet impacts,
whereas water droplets are ineffective at cleaning the
conventional flat glass surfaces due to the hysteretic
pinning of residual water droplets.
As shown in Figure 5C, a clear in-focus image of the

white letters transmitted through the untreated nanotex-
tured surface also demonstrates qualitatively the antifog-
ging property conferred by structural superhydrophilicity.

When viewed through a conventional hydrophilic flat
glass surface placed adjacently, the image is much
more blurry by comparison.We quantify this difference
in Figure 5D by measuring the time evolution of
transmissivity after exposing the nanotextured and
conventional surfaces to a stream of saturated steam
and then placing the surfaces (at t= 5 s) into the path of
the laser beam. Transmission through the fogged flat

Figure 4. Enhanced broadband, omnidirectional optical transmission of the nanotaper structure. (A,B) Optical transmission
for both transverse electric (TE) and transversemagnetic (TM) polarized light through the single- anddouble-sidednanotaper
surfaces (represented in red circle and blue triangle, respectively) is measured by changing the incident angle of a laser
source. The theoretical model results calculated by using rigorous coupled wave analysis are also shown in solid lines (flat
fused silica surface in black, single-sided nanotaper surface in red, and double-sided nanotaper surface in blue) for
comparison. (C,D) Measured broadband transmission for TE-polarized and TM-polarized lights at the four different incident
angles with a wide range of wavelength. (E) Averaged broadband transmission with two measurements on both TE and TM
polarizations in C and D at the four different incident angles with a range of wavelengths (300 nme λe 1300 nm). The black
line is themeasured broadband transmission of the flat fused silica surface at normal incident angle. Spectral solar irradiation
data (light blue) with respect to the same wavelength are shown in the inset for reference, and the dashed black line depicts
the band gap of crystalline silicon, one of materials used for solar cells, which means that no light can be absorbed in
photovoltaic devices for wavelengths greater than this value.
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glass slide rapidly drops and then gradually increases
to a constant value that remains lower than that of the
tapered cone surface. This loss of transmissivity on
the flat hydrophilic surface is due to the deposition of
microscopic droplets that remain pinned on the sur-
face, as well as intrinsic reflection on the glass slide.47

On the other hand, measurements on the double-
sided nanotextured surface shows an immediate re-
covery of transmission to a very high plateau value as
a result of rapid imbibition of the thin layer of water
followed by a uniform evaporation rate across the
entire surface.

CONCLUSION

By developing a novel double mask etching process
for large-area patterning on silicon oxide substrates,
we have demonstrated that subwavelength tapered
conical structures with high aspect ratio and large
packing densities result in multifunctional surfaces
with enhanced liquid wettability and omnidirectional

transparency across a broad spectrum of visible and
near-infraredwavelengths. By combining observations
of various natural textured surfaces and quantitative
analysis of the underlying physical principles control-
ling wetting, optical transmission, and mechanical
robustness, the dimension and slenderness of the
nanocone structures have been optimized to achieve
superior antiwetting performance and optical trans-
missivity. Texturing square arrays of these tapered
nanocones on both sides of a flat silicon oxide sub-
strate, followed by a suitable chemical modification of
the solid surface energy, enables us to show that it is
possible to combine robust superhydrophobicity (or
superhydrophilicity) with minimal scattering or reflec-
tion of light over a wide range of incident angles,
wavelengths and polarization states. Additional optical
transmission experiments have demonstrated and
quantified the macroscopic self-cleaning and antifog-
ging functionalities of the nanocone structures, sug-
gesting numerous practical engineering applications

Figure 5. Optical transmission measurements for quantifying the self-cleaning and antifogging properties of the nanocone
surfaces. (A,B) Evolution of the transmission of 632.8 nm red laser through surface-contaminated tapered nanocone surface
and flat glass surfaces, respectively. The transmissionmeasurements were recordedwhile water droplets were released from
a height of 10 mm (corresponding to impact velocity V = 0.44 m/s,We = 6.9) from the inclined surfaces (30!) every 5 s. The
apparent contact angles (θ* > 160!) as well as contact angle hysteresis (CAH < 3!) of our superhydrophobic nanotextured
surface remained unaltered after more than 100 realizations of the self-cleaning tests that were carried out over a period of
greater than 6 months.53 (C) Image of printed letters viewed through fogged (nanocone (left) and flat glass (right)) surfaces.
(D) Change of transmission due to fogging and defogging on double-sided nanotaper (blue), single-sided nanotaper (red),
and flat cleaned glass (black) surfaces.
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including photovoltaic cells, windshields, and goggles.
Nanotextured surfaces of the type discussed in the
present paper can be produced in larger scale; scan-
ning beam interference lithography tools and large
chamber plasma etchers have been employed to
fabricate nanostructures over surfaces as large as 12

in. wafers.48 Alternative methods for large-scale, low-
cost, high-throughput manufacturing of functional
nanostructures have also been described, including
replication into bulkmetallic glass49 or through the use
of roll-to-roll nanoimprinting technology with ultravio-
let-curable polymers.50

METHODS
Fabrication of Tapered Nanocone Surfaces. For the fabrication of

nanotextured surfaces, each of the thicknesses of the multiple
coated layers on a 6 in. ultraviolet (UV) grade double-side-
polished fused silica wafer (thickness = 550 μm) was optimized
for interference lithography51,52 (Figure 6A). Polysilicon films
(300 nm) were deposited on both sides of the fused silica wafer
with a chemical vapor deposition technique for realizing a high
aspect ratio silicon oxide structures. Photoresist (S1813, Shipley,
4 μm) was spun onto both sides of the polysilicon layers of the
fused silica wafer as a protective layer, and the wafer was cut
into 4 samples (45 mm" 45 mm). The photoresist on the top of
the polysilicon was cleaned with N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP,
positive resist stripper, BASF) and RCA cleaning for 20 min and
was sonicated for 5 min at room temperature. Hydrogen
silsequioxane (HSQ14, Dow Corning, 340 nm) films were then
spun on both sides of the sample and hard-baked at 500 !C in
the oven for 11 h to be cured as the first hardmask because a
cured HSQ layer is similar to a SiO2 etch mask layer.

After RCA cleaning, sonication, and plasma oxygen etching
for 30 s in order to remove organic particulates, an antireflective

coating layer (I-con 7, Brewer Science, 105 nm) was spun on the
both sides and baked at 180 !C in the oven for 1 h. For baking, an
oven was used instead of a hot plate because both sides of the
sample need to be protected equally. A positive photoresist
(PFi-88A2, Sumitomo, 250 nm) was spun on only one side of the
sample, while the photoresist (S1813, Shipley, 4 μm) was spun
on the backside of the sample as a protective layer. This was
then baked on the hot plate at 90 !C for 90 s. Using Lloyd's
mirror, a λ = 325 nm wavelength laser beam makes an inter-
ference pattern with a 200 nm period standing wave projected
onto the photoresist. Two separate orthogonal laser exposures
(each expose dose = 21.35 mJ/cm2) were projected onto the
photoresist at the incident angle of 54.34! for 5 min each, with
an interval time of 1 min (to avoid burning of the photoresist),
and the exposed photoresist is developed to leave a pattern of
posts (Figure 6B).

Oxygen and CHF3 reactive ion etching processes were used
to remove the residual photoresist and open the polysilicon
surface from cured HSQ. We kept the pressure at 7 mTorr and a
microwave power level of 100 W and used 20 sccm of oyxgen
plasma etching for 45 s (Figure 6C) to etch the antireflective
coating layer. Then we used 20 sccm of CHF3 at a voltage of

Figure 6. Stages of the fabrication process. (A) Deposition ofmultiple coating layers. (B) Development of photoresist pattern.
(C!F) Subsequent etching steps of antireflective coating layer (C), cured HSQ layer (D), polysilicon layer (E), and fused silica
wafer (F). All of the white scale bars on the micrographs represent 200 nm.
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350 V and the pressure at 10 mTorr with the power ranging
between 100 and 170 W during the etch for 14 min in order to
etch the cured HSQ layer (Figure 6D). The cured HSQ pattern
was transferred without defect to the polysilicon layer (240 nm)
with HBr reative ion etching. For etching the polysilicon layer,
we used 20 sccm of HBr for 6 min, keeping the pressure at
10 mTorr and a microwave power level of 200 W during the
process. Finally, a voltage of 350 V and a pressure of 10 mTorr
were retained while we used 20 sccm of CHF3 with the power
ranging between 100 and 220 W during the final process for
40 min to etch the fused silica wafer (Figure 6E). The different
etch rates between the hard masks and fused silica enable
realization of the high aspect ratios (Figure 6F).

To obtain better optical performance, the fused silica must
be patterned on both sides. Additional repeatable processes
were conducted as described below. After 40 min of RCA
cleaning, the photoresist (S1813, 4 μm) was spun onto the
patterned surface being shielded. An antireflective coating
material and positive photoresist (PFi-88) were spun onto the
backside of the sample, consecutively. A pattern of photoresist
posts was again fabricated with double exposures and subse-
quent development, and this was transferred down to fused
silica with the same fabrication steps and conditions described
above. After RCA cleaning, the rest of the polysilicon layers was
removed by tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) etching
(25 wt %) for 1 min at 80 !C without influencing the fabricated
fused silica nanostructures on both sides. To change the surface
hydrophobic, the surface was then treated by a chemical vapor
deposition of 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane53

(Alfa Aesar, 96%) in an oven at 110 !C for 10 h.
Contact Angle Measurements. Advancing and receding contact

anglemeasurements were performed using a Ramé-Hart model
590 goniometer, by dispensing liquid droplets of volume
V = 5 μL and adding volume to the droplets at the flow rate
of 10 μL/s. Roll-off angles weremeasured by using an automatic
tilting stage at a rate of 1!/s.

Optical Transmission Measurements. Optical transmission mea-
surements were carried out using two optical measurement
systems. A Cary-500 (UV!vis!NIR) spectrophotometer was
used for the polarization-dependent transmission measure-
ments in the UV!vis!NIR range (250!1700 nm) with a Glan-
Taylor polarizer (PGT-S1 V). A stabilized helium!neon laser
(632.8 nm) was used to measure the transmission incident
angle with a 20LP-VIS-B Precision linear polarizer. The angular
resolution of the instruments was 0.07!.
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